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About This Content

Greed can be fatal! Try this new concept with more than three times the usual number of sleeping ghosts appearing again and
again.

Power up frequently and gobble up those ghosts like crazy. Eat as many ghosts as you can, but never become too greedy and
forget to secure an escape route while you're still powered up! You'll quickly realize that it's next to impossible to eat all the

sleeping ghosts on a map with just one power-up!
Try this new challenge for advanced players and get the highest score in the world!

Add-on included in the All You Can Eat Add-on Pack and Edition.
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A fun game if you're not braindead. Tad buggy but the developer is good at updating the game for fixes. Worth the money to
support a great dev for future games.. Stopped being updated in March of 2016 they did the Early Access - Take the money and
run!. An excellent re-implementation of the board game.
Problem is the board game is quite a lot too much beer & pretzels for me..

I'm not an ASL'er but still, the amazing go-anywhere halftracks is a step too silly for me.
The inability of infantry to move and fire at all also prevents a lot of otherwise interesting tactics.

Still, it's well done and fast to play, I don't regret the purchase and I expect it to get better over the coming weeks.
Just don't expect much in the way of deep strategy.. The ritual of Weylyn island is a fun short horror game with some scares.
The player assumes the role of Moira Weylyn one the 5 members of the family to inherit the island, that is now occupied by
cultists. I reccomend to those interested to wait for a sale on this one its not worth buying at the full price. Ending may
dissapoint some players but honestly i didnt really mind it at all.. I picked up Hydra Slayer during the 2016 Summer Sale,
because I really dig roguelikes. Due to its mathematical nature, I wasn't 100% sure that I would gel with it, but I gave it a shot.
I'm very glad I did.

Hydra Slayer is one of the strangest roguelikes I've played -- and I mean that in the best way possible. At the core, it's a
mathematics-orientated game, where you have to use basic maths functions in order to defeat hydras. Your weapons come with
a power rating, which dictates how many heads it chops off a hydra in one attack. When a hydra loses all of its heads, it dies.
The downside is, you can't make an attack with a weapon with a stronger power rating than the heads on a specific hydra. If you
had a sword that did 8 damage, you can't use it to kill off a hydra with, say, 6 heads.

The idea is that you equip yourself in a way that you can cleanly kill the hydras you come across. If there's a 14-headed hydra
and you had two swords, one doing 8 damage and the other doing 3, you can attack once with the 8 (14-8=6) and then twice
with the 3 (6-(3*2)=0) to kill it. It seems simple enough, until you learn that both hydras and weapons carry an element to them,
and they react with each other in set ways. A flame dagger (power rating 1) against a 2-headed ice hydra will take off one of its
heads without any regrowing; a bone dagger, however, will cut off one but regrow two more!

More heads means more attacks and more wounds, but sometimes allowing a hydra to populate heads puts it 'in range' of a
bigger weapon, allowing it to perform a clean kill. There's even an item in game that makes a hydra grow more heads and
become more powerful, with the benefit that the amount of heads that grow makes the hydra more optimal to slay than before
the item was used. Other items include a potion that tells you the optimal weapon usage for killing a specific hydra, a potion that
gives you another weapons slot to play with, and even a scroll that turns a hydra into mushrooms (should they prove to be totally
unhandleable).

It's important to note that newcomers shouldn't stick with the Human player race, assuming it's the easiest to play. While its the
easiest to start learning the game with, it's not the easiest to progress with -- even the game tells you that. Once you get a grasp of
the game and want to progress big time, try Echidnas. They have the permanent power to attack with any number of weapons they
like, so their strategy is all about one-shotting hydras. When playing Echidnas, you want to set yourself up so you can insta-kill any
hydra you come across with the weapons you have. When you begin, you'll have a strength 1 and 2 weapon, which means that any
hydra with 1-3 heads can be removed instantly. When you get a third weapon, you can raise the 'ceiling' on the hydras you can one-
shot. Equipping a second strength 2 weapon will allow you to murder 4 (2+2) and 5 (2+2+1) headed hydras. Keep raising the
'ceiling' without losing the ability to slay every hydra below said ceiling, and you should get pretty far. There's an optimal loadout in
the Guides section that you can use -- see if you can work it out for yourself, though!

And if you're not very mathematically minded and a little intimidated by the nature of this game, realise that I'm terrible at maths
and, at time of writing, currently 16th in the world for Human playthroughs. If I can get that far, so can you!

To finalise, Hydra Slayer is the perfect addition to a roguelike enthusiast's library. If you love maths, a good puzzle, or just sick
of mashing your numpad keys to repeatedly bump into enemies until they die, give this little gem a shot.
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Old but gold. Not so amazing, but still fun... for the ending, it's incredible hard. 5/10. Absolutely brilliant. Fantastic show with
great lore and animation.. the Sport float pack i bought displayed 3 bobbers and after installing it the getting them i only got one
bobber please fix because i want differnt bobbers that it came with pleasehelp sorry for the inconvince. It's okay. Very simple
gameplay, with a little more challenge if you use the advanced controls where your heli can actually tip over, but this thing looks
and plays like a mobile port.
Fun for a little while but I won't be spending hours on this.. Asteroids inspired shooter with Path of Exile style skill tree and
classes & different ships to tinker with?
At a low mad price? And pleasant music on top?

How could I resist?

I couldn't.
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